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ABSTRACT

This thesis examines kick removal from directionally drilled holes. 

Comparisons are performed using the conventional Driller’s and Engineer’s methods 

of kick removal in S - shaped drill holes. A new method of kick removal - the 

Partition method, is also examined and compared with the two previously mentioned 

conventional methods. A kick is defined as the uncontrolled flow of formation fluids 

(oil, gas, or water) into a drill hole during drilling operations. The focus of this 

thesis is confined to the removal of gas kicks in directional holes.

The Driller’s method of kick removal involves one circulation of the drill pipe 

and drill hole annulus to remove the kick, and then a second circulation to replace 

the lighter drilling fluid with a heavier one. The Engineer’s method involves one 

circulation of the drill pipe and annulus, in which the heavier drilling fluid is 

immediately circulated. Removing a kick in partitions is proposed as a new 

technique to remove kicks from a well bore by dividing them into separate volumes 

(partitions) and circulating each volume out of the well bore separately. A tool could 

be developed which would allow the kick to be separated into appropriate partition 

sizes. Each partition of a kick can be removed with either the Driller’s or Engineer’s 

method.
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INTRODUCTION

CAUSES OF KICKS

A kick is the uncontrolled influx of formation fluids into a drill hole during 

drilling operations. These fluids can be comprised of water, oil, or gas, or any 

combination of the three. When a kick is detected, it is essential to bring the hole 

under control, or else a blowout can occur. A blowout is the uncontrolled flow of 

formation fluid out of a drill hole. These are very dangerous and can cause extensive 

damage to personnel, property, and the environment.

In normal drilling operations, a well is kept under control by keeping the 

pressures inside of the well bore greater than or equal to the adjacent formation 

pressures. When the pressure of the drilling fluid ("drilling mud") is greater than the 

formation pressure, the hole is said to be in overbalance. Drilling in an overbalanced 

condition is generally preferable, but care must be taken that the pressure of the 

drilling fluid does not exceed the formation fracture pressure. When the drilling 

fluid pressure is less than the formation pressure, the hole is said to be in 

underbalance. Figure 1 shows an example of how a kick enters into a drill hole 

when drilling in an underbalanced condition. It is when drilling in underbalanced 

conditions that a kick can occur. Factors which affect the severity of a kick include 

the permeability of the formation, the degree of underbalance, the type of formation 

fluid, and the time elapsing before corrective actions are initiated.

There are several reasons that a hole could become underbalanced during
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D R I L L  H O L E  I S  U N D E R B A L A N C E D  
A N D  r O R M A T I D N  F L U I D  E N T E R S

ADJACENT FORMATION PRESSURE > PRESSURE IN DRILL HOLE

Figure 1 - Drill hole conditions when taking a kick.
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drilling operations and take a kick. A primary cause is not keeping the hole full of 

mud during drilling operations. This occurs when the fluid level in the drill hole is 

allowed to drop for any reason. The hydrostatic head of the drilling fluid could be 

lowered to a depth which allowed formation fluid to enter the drill hole.

Swabbing is another common cause of kicks. Pulling pipe rapidly from the 

hole can reduce the bottom hole pressure and allow a kick to occur.

The drilling fluid pressure gradient must be kept above the adjacent formation 

pressure at all times to avoid a kick.

If the pressures in the drill hole exceed the formation fracture pressure, the 

formation will fracture and cause drilling fluid to be lost into the fracture. This can 

lower the drilling fluid level and the hydrostatic head in the well bore, and allow a 

kick to occur.

While drilling directional holes, there may be several drill holes in close 

proximity. If an existing productive well bore is intercepted by a drill hole during 

drilling operations, formation fluid from the productive well may enter the hole being 

drilled, causing a kick. It is extremely important to avoid this occurrence when 

drilling directional holes that are in close proximity.
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KICK DETECTION

There are several warning signs in kick detection. While pulling pipe, a 

volume of drilling fluid is required to keep the hole full. This volume is the volume 

of the steel in the walls of the drill pipe or bottom hole assembly (BHA) that are 

being pulled out of the hole. If the volume required to fill the hole is less than that 

required for a given length of drill pipe or BHA, then it is probable that formation 

fluid has entered the drill hole and is occupying part of the required volume. A gain 

in the mud pit volume while circulating is also a good indication that a kick has 

occurred. As a kick enters into a drill hole, it displaces the annular drilling fluids 

from the hole into the mud pit. An increase in annular flow is also a warning sign.

After the mud pumps are shut off, there should be no flow from the drill hole. 

If there is flow, then it is probable that formation fluid is entering the drill hole or 

that gas expansion is occurring. These two events could be masked by heavy mud 

falling within the drill pipe and displacing lighter mud from the annulus into the mud 

pits.

Gas and/or liquid cut drilling fluid at the surface can also be an indication 

that a kick is in progress. This is not a definite sign that a kick is in progress, but if 

noticed, care should be taken to understand the cause of the occurrence, such as 

being aware that the formation being drilled contains gas.
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CONVENTIONAL KICK REMOVAL

There are two conventional methods of kick removal being used today. They 

are the Driller's method and the Engineer’s method. The Engineer’s method is also 

called the Wait and Weight method. In both of these methods there are two basic 

rules to be followed. The first rule is that pressures within the hole must be greater 

than that of the adjacent formation pressure at all times during kick removal. This 

prevents the occurrence of secondary kicks, which are formation fluids that enter the 

drill hole after initial kick removal operations have began. Secondary kicks are to 

be avoided, as they can significantly complicate well control procedures. This first 

rule is followed by keeping appropriate back pressures on the casing through the use 

of a choke. The second rule is that the formation fracture gradients and casing burst 

pressures are not to be exceeded at any depth within the drill hole. Surface 

equipment pressure specifications also must not be exceeded. This reduces the 

probability of the occurrence of surface and underground blowouts.

In both of the conventional methods of kick removal, the kick is allowed to 

expand as it is circulated out of the drill hole. Kicks that are primarily composed of 

water or oil will not undergo a great deal of expansion as they are removed from a 

drill hole. This is not true of kicks that are composed primarily of gas. If an initial 

gas kick volume is allowed to expand as it rises within the annulus, then the pressures 

experienced within the annulus will be lower than those which would occur if the 

kick were not allowed to expand. If a kick is allowed to expand, then the length and
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volume of the kick can increase and reduce pressures encountered in the drill hole. 

However, the total weight of the gas in the kick will remain constant.

The Driller's method requires that two annular circulations of the drill hole 

be made. In the first annular circulation, the kick is removed from the drill hole. 

In the second annular circulation, a heavier mud weight (the kill mud weight) is 

introduced into the drill hole that will put the hole into an overbalanced condition.

The Engineer’s method requires only one annular circulation, in which the 

heavier mud weight is immediately circulated through the drill pipe into the drill 

hole. If the kill mud reaches the bottom of the hole before the kick is circulated out 

of the annulus, then the Engineer’s method of kick removal will cause lower well 

bore pressures during kick removal than the Driller’s method. The Engineer’s 

method will also require less time to remove the kick since only one annular 

circulation is required. If the kill mud does not reach the bottom of the hole before 

the kick is circulated out of the annulus, then pressures within the drill hole will be 

equivalent for the two methods. The Engineer’s method will still require less time 

to remove the kick.

A review of events and actions during kick removal using the Driller’s and 

Engineer’s Methods is shown in Tables 1 and 2.
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Table 1

Events and Actions During Kick Removal Using the Driller’s Method

EVENT

1 KICK ENTERS THE DRILL HOLE

2 NEAR STATIC CONDITIONS OCCUR

ACTION

3 KICK RISES

4 KICK PASSES BHA

5 KICK IS  OPPOSITE A FORMATION

6 KICK RISES TO SURFACE

7 KICK EXITS DRILL HOLE

8 CIRCULATE KILL MUD UEIGHT

9 KILL MUD UEIGHT REACHES THE BIT 

10 KILL MUD REACHES THE SURFACE

CLOSE BOPE

RECORD PIT GAIN, STANDPIPE AND SURFACE CASING PRESSURES 

SELECT LOU CIRCULATING RATE
DETERMINE STANDPIPE PRESSURE DURING CIRCULATION 

BEGIN CIRCULATION

PUMPING AT LOU CIRCULATING PRESSURE 

ANNULAR PRESSURE DECREASES

PRESSURE OPPOSITE OF FORMATION IS NOU AT A MAXIMUM OR 

UAS AT MAXIMUM UHEN KICK UAS CONTAINED IN THE HOLE-BHA 

ANNULUS AT IN ITIA L  SHUT IN CONDITIONS

MAXIMUM SURFACE CASING PRESSURE

SURFACE CASING PRESSURE DECREASES

STANDPIPE PRESSURE DECREASES

CASING PRESSURE EQUALS IN IT IA L  SHUT IN STAND PIPE PRESSURE 

DRILL HOLE IS  UNDER CONTROL
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Table 2

Events and Actions During Kick Removal Using the Engineer’s Method

EVENT ACTION

1 KICK ENTERS THE DRILL HOLE

2 NEAR STATIC CONDITIONS OCCUR

3 CIRCULATE KILL MUD WEIGHT

3 KICK RISES

4 KICK PASSES BHA

5 KICK IS  OPPOSITE A FORMATION

6 KICK RISES TO SURFACE

7 KICK EXITS DRILL HOLE

CLOSE BOPE

RECORD PIT GAIN, STANDPIPE AND SURFACE CASING PRESSURE 

SELECT LOU CIRCULATING RATE
DETERMINE STANDPIPE PRESSURE DURING CIRCULATION 

BEGIN CIRCULATION

STANDPIPE PRESSURE DECREASES

PUMPING AT LOU CIRCULATING PRESSURE

ANNULAR PRESSURE DECREASES

PRESSURE OPPOSITE OF FORMATION IS NOW AT A MAXIMUM OR 

UAS AT MAXIMUM UHEN KICK UAS CONTAINED IN THE HOLE-BHA 

ANNULUS AT IN IT IA L  SHUT IN CONDITIONS

MAXIMUM SURFACE CASING PRESSURE

SURFACE CASING PRESSURE DECREASES

8 KILL MUD UEIGHT REACHES SURFACE DRILL HOLE IS UNDER CONTROL
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CRITICAL KICK REMOVAL

A critical kick is defined as a kick that may be initially contained within the 

drill hole, but can not be circulated out of the hole without exceeding the formation 

fracture pressures, casing burst pressures, or surface equipment rupture pressures.

There are several methods for dealing with critical kicks. One method 

involves reverse circulation of the kick through the drill pipe. This method requires 

that the burst pressure of the drill pipe is not exceeded during removal. It is also 

possible that the bit nozzles will become plugged during reverse circulation.

Barite plugs are also useful in controlling critical kicks. A barite plug is a 

mixture of barite and water, which will bridge the hole due to the barite settling out 

after pumping is stopped. The mixture is pumped through the drill pipe and into the 

annulus. After a sufficient volume has been pumped, the bit is raised above the top 

of the barite plug. After the barite settles, an impermeable barrier is formed, which 

will allow kill mud weight to be circulated into the hole. While using this method, 

there is a good chance of sticking pipe if the barite settles around the drill pipe. 

There is also uncertainty to whether or not the entire kicking zone has been sealed 

off, due to drill hole enlargements, fluid losses into the formation, etc.

Ideal bullheading of a kick is a method in which the formation is fractured at 

the depth that the kick enters the drill hole, and the kick is pumped back into the 

formation. This method is particularly useful if a kick contains hydrogen sulfide gas.
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This can be a risky operation because of the uncertainty of where the drill hole will 

fracture. If the wrong formation is fractured, the fracture could extend to the 

surface, or an underground blowout could be initiated, causing further well control 

problems. Pumping a kick back into a formation could also charge the formation 

with gas, causing the formation to be over pressured. After drilling operations 

resumed, gas could slowly leak back into the drill hole. If the kick contained 

hydrogen sulfide, the gas would be released at the surface, causing a safety hazard.
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PARTITION KICK REMOVAL

A new approach to removing critical kicks is examined in this thesis. 

Circulating a kick in partitions is introduced as a method of critical kick removal 

which reduces the limitations of the Driller's and Engineer's methods. By removing 

a kick in partitions, it is proposed that the kick be separated into separate volumes 

(partitions) of gas. Each partition can then be separately removed from the well 

bore. The effect of removing a kick in separate partitions is that there will be lower 

pressures in the drill hole, longer effective kick lengths, and increased pit gain 

volumes. By removing a kick in partitions, critical. kicks could be safely and 

effectively removed from the well bore without the additional risks that are 

associated with the well control methods that are currently in use.

A tool needs to be developed that will allow a kick to be separated into an 

appropriate partition. This tool would circumvent mechanical problems that would 

be associated with removing a kick in partitions.

A review of events and actions that would occur while removing a kick in 

partitions using the Driller’s and Engineer’s Methods is shown in Tables 3 and 4.
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Table 3

Events and Actions while removing a kick in partitions using the Driller’s Method

EVENT

1 KICK ENTERS THE DRILL HOLE

2 NEAR STATIC CONDITIONS OCCUR

ACTION

3 PARTITION RISES

4 PARTITION PASSES BHA

5 PARTITION IS  OPPOSITE A FORMATION

6 PARTITION RISES TO SURFACE

7 PARTITION EXITS DRILL HOLE

8 SELECT NEXT PARTITION

9 CIRCULATE KILL MUD UEIGHT

10 KILL MUD UEIGHT REACHES THE BIT

CLOSE BOPE

RECORD PIT GAIN, STANDPIPE AND SURFACE CASING PRESSURE 

SELECT LOU CIRCULATING RATE 

DETERMINE STANDPIPE PRESSURE DURING CIRCULATION 

SELECT DEPTH TO SEPERATE KICK INTO FIRST PARTITION 

BEGIN CIRCULATION

PUMPING AT LOU CIRCULATING PRESSURE 

ANNULAR PRESSURE DECREASES

PRESSURE OPPOSITE OF FORMATION IS NOU AT A MAXIMUM OR 

UAS AT MAXIMUM UHEN KICK UAS CONTAINED IN THE HOLE-BHA 

ANNULUS AT IN IT IA L  SHUT IN CONDITIONS

MAXIMUM SURFACE CASING PRESSURE

SURFACE CASING PRESSURE DECREASES

BEGIN CIRCULATION OF NEXT PARTITION AND CONTINUE 

UITH EVENT 3 UNTIL ALL PARTITIONS ARE CIRCULATED OUT

STANDPIPE PRESSURE DECREASES

CASING PRESSURE EQUALS IN IT IA L  SHUT IN STAND PIPE PRES

11 KILL MUD REACHES THE SURFACE DRILL HOLE IS  UNDER CONTROL
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Table 4

Events and Actions while removing a kick in partitions using the Engineer’s Method

EVENT

1 KICK ENTERS THE DRILL HOLE

2 NEAR STATIC CONDITIONS OCCUR

ACTION

3 CIRCULATE KILL MUD UEIGHT

3 PARTITION RISES

4 PARTITION PASSES BHA

5 PARTITION IS  OPPOSITE A FORMATION

6 PARTITION RISES TO SURFACE

7 PARTITION EXITS DRILL HOLE

8 SELECT NEXT PARTITION

CLOSE BOPE

RECORD PIT GAIN, STANDPIPE AND SURFACE CASING PRESSURE 

SELECT LOU CIRCULATING RATE

DETERMINE STANDPIPE PRESSURE DURING CIRCULATION 

SEPERATE KICK INTO IN IT IA L  PARTITION 

BEGIN CIRCULATION

STANDPIPE PRESSURE DECREASES

PUMPING AT LOU CIRCULATING PRESSURE

ANNULAR PRESSURE DECREASES

PRESSURE OPPOSITE OF FORMATION IS NOW AT A MAXIMUM OR 

UAS AT MAXIMUM UHEN KICK UAS CONTAINED IN THE HOLE-BHA 

ANNULUS AT IN ITIA L SHUT IN CONDITIONS

MAXIMUM SURFACE CASING PRESSURE

SURFACE CASING PRESSURE DECREASES

BEGIN CIRCULATION OF NEXT PARTITION AND CONTINUE 

WITH EVENT 4 UNTIL ALL PARTITIONS ARE CIRCULATED OUT

9 KILL MUD UEIGHT REACHES SURFACE DRILL HOLE IS UNDER CONTROL
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COMPUTER MODEL OF KICK REMOVAL IN DIRECTIONAL HOLES

A three dimensional, finite element computer simulator of a kick was designed 

to simulate a kick as it is being circulated from a drill hole. The model can simulate 

a kick during its removal from a vertical hole, a slant hole, or an S - shaped hole. 

S - shaped drill holes are holes that have the following components:

1) Vertical section

2) Build section *

3) Slant section

4) Drop section

5) Hang section

Figure 2 shows the components of an S - shaped directional hole. A slant 

hole has only the vertical, the build, and the slant sections. A vertical hole only has 

a vertical section. The configuration of the holes used in the simulator are computed 

with the Radius of Curvature Method published by Glenn Wilson.

Four examples of kick removal were examined with the simulator. The 

examples included:

i) Kick removal using the Driller’s method
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KDP

TOS

SLANT SECTION

TDD

TDH

Figure 2 - Section view of a typical directional well.
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2) Partition kick removal using the Driller’s method

3) Kick removal using the Engineer’s method

4) Partition kick removal using the Engineer’s method

Parameters which are input into the computer simulator include the following:

1) Hole diameter

2) Build and Drop gradients

3) Mud density

4) Surface temperature and temperature gradient

5) Drill pipe and collar diameters

6) Vertical depth of the last casing shoe

7) Initial shut in pressures for casing and drill pipe

8) Low circulating rates and pressures for kick removal

9) Gas gravity and compressibility factor

10) Initial pit gain

The computer model assumes that the kick is composed of gas. It also 

assumes that the slip velocity of the gas is zero. It is assumed that none of the gas 

within the kick is absorbed into the drilling fluid, and that gas is not lost to a 

formation. The temperature of the kick at any single depth within the drill hole is
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assumed to be the temperature of the formation adjacent to the bottom of the kick. 

This temperature is computed with the surface temperature and the geothermal 

temperature gradient. For initial conditions just after kick entry and stabilization 

into the drill hole and immediately prior to kick removal, it is assumed that:

1) The initial kick volume is the initial pit gain.

2) The kick is single phase gas.

3) The kick is a continuous volume and remains as such,

never mixing with the mud.

4) The kick enters at the bottom of the drill hole.

5) The density of the mud within the drill hole is continuously equal

throughout the annulus and tubulars.

6) The gas does not migrate through the mud.

7) The initial standpipe and casing pressures are static.

8) The standpipe and casing gauges are at the same elevation.

9) All pressures are gauge pressures.

10) The bit is at the bottom of the drill hole while the kick enters the drill 

hole.

11) A back pressure valve is not in the string above the bit.

12) The drill string is full of mud and remains full.

13) The hole size is the bit size.
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14) The fluid interface between the kick and the mud is normal to the axis

of the drill hole.

During the removal of the kick it is assumed that:

1) Newton’s Laws of Motion apply.

2) No additional gas enters the well bore.

3) Gas does not slip relative to the mud.

4) The pressure varies throughout the length of the kick. The exponential 

gas column equation, along with the equation of state for gases, 

describes pressures within the kick.

5) Kick properties and displacements are computed for an incremental 

volume of mud circulated into the drill pipe.

6) Both the Driller’s and Engineer’s methods are used in the simulator.

7) One size of drill pipe, one size of BHA, and one hole size is used in

the simulator.
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EQUATIONS USED IN THE COMPUTER SIMULATOR 

Initial Conditions

At initial kick conditions, the pressure of the formation is computed with the 

following equation:

Ppore -  P smuU + 0-052 ttiudwt tvd (1)

where:

Ppore = formation pressure

mudwt = density of the drilling fluid

tvd = true vertical depth at the bit

Pstandi = initial stand pipe pressure

The initial volume of the kick is assumed to be the initial pit gain.

vid - pitgain (2)
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where:

Vki = initial volume of the kick

pitgain = initial pit gain

The initial kick length is the initial length of the kick divided by the capacity 

of the hole-drill collar annulus. The initial kick length is computed with the 

following equation:

length - Vu (3)
hdccap

where:

length = measured length of the kick

hdccap = hole-drill collar annular capacity

If the initial kick length is longer than the length of the collars then the initial 

kick length is computed with the following equation:

length L n  + coll
vu -  Lcoii hdccap 

hdpcap
(4)
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where:

Lcoll = length of the collars

hdpcap = hole-drill pipe annular capacity

The initial density of the kick is determined by the following equation:

W -yyfd
Ppore - PCasi ~ 0.052 mudwt (tvd-lktd)

0.052 Iktd
(5)

where:

Wki

Pcasi

tvd

lktd

initial density of the kick 

initial gauge pressure of the surface casing 

true vertical depth of the bottom of the hole 

true vertical length of the kick at initial conditions

The minimum density of the drilling fluid that will be required to balance the 

formation pressure and bring the well under control shall be known as the kill mud 

density. The kill mud density is computed with the following equation:

minwt - PpoK (6)
0.052 tvd

ARTHUR LA3CE3 LIBRARY 
COLOiyiDO SCHOOL o& MINES 
GOLDEN, COLORADO 80401
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where:

minwt = kill mud density

Circulation of Kick

The temperature of the kick at any single depth within the drill hole is 

assumed to be the temperature of the formation adjacent to the kick. The 

temperature of the kick is computed with the following equation:

temp - Tsurf + gradient (7)

where:

temp = temperature at the bottom of the kick

Tsurf = temperature at the surface of the drill hole

gradient = temperature gradient of the well bore

Zbok = true vertical depth of the bottom of the kick

While the kick is being circulated with the Driller’s method, the pressure at 

the bottom of the kick is calculated with the following equation:
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P .. -  P - 0.052 mudwt 12 (8)bok pore

where:

Pbok = pressure at the bottom of the kick

12 = true vertical length of drilling fluid below the kick

While using the Engineer’s method, the pressure at the bottom of the kick is 

described by the following equation:

Pbok “ Pp0re ~ 0.052 ( mudwt 12 + minwt 13 ) (9)

where:

13 = true vertical length of the kill mud below the kick

The pressure at the top of the kick is computed with the following equation:

P -  Ptok bok
'0.052 weight \ 

cuincap )
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where:

Ptok = pressure at the top of the kick

weight -  initial weight of the kick

anncap = annular capacity that the kick is located within

The pressure at the top of the kick is also computed with the following 

equation. Rearrangement of the equation gives the measured length of the kick.

p tok -  P to k  exp
' -0.01875 ggrav lk\ 

zfact temp )

where:

exp = natural logarithm base e, (e = 2.718...)

ggrav = gas gravity

lk = measured length of kick

zfact = average gas compressibility factor

During kick removal, the kick is circulated through three drill hole geometries. 

The first is if the kick is contained in the hole-BHA annulus. The hole-BHA annulus
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is the annular space between the drill hole and the outside wall of the BHA. The 

measured length of the kick is computed with the following equation:

-  0.052 mudwt 12 + minwt 13 +
-log

pore v hdccap, (12)
Ppore -  0.052 (imudwt 12 + minwt 13)

0.000035 ggrav

where:

lk = measured length of the kick

The second geometry through which the kick must be circulated is the hole- 

drill pipe annulus. The hole-drill pipe annulus is the annular space between the drill 

hole and the outside wall of the drill pipe. The measured length of the kick while 

the kick is contained in this geometry is given with the following equation:

Pnnrp - 0.052 (mudwt 12 + minwt 13 +
-  log pore { hdpcap) (13)

Ppore ~ 0.052 (;mudwt 12 + minwt 13)
0.000035 ggrav
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where:

hdpcap = the hole-drill pipe annular capacity

The kick may be circulated with part of the kick in the hole-BHA annulus and 

part of the kick in the hole-drill pipe annulus. The length of the kick is the sum of 

the kick length in the hole-BHA annulus and the kick length in the hole-drill pipe 

annulus. The measured length of the kick while the kick is contained within the two 

annuli is computed with the following equations:

Ikb -  Lcoll - 12 :■ (14)

where:

lkb = length of kick in the hole-collar annulus

P -0 052 mudwt 12 + minwt /? + + wgb
-log

pore hdpcap hdccap, (15)
Ppore ~ 0.052 (mudwt 12 + minwt 13)

0.000035 ggrav
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where:

lka = length of the kick in the hole-drill pipe annulus

wga = weight of the gas in the hole-drill pipe annulus

wgb = weight of the gas in the hole-collar annulus

and:

Ik -  lka + Ikb <16)

The term L3 is the true vertical length of kill mud below the kick. This 

condition occurs while using the Engineer’s method. Because the kick is completely 

removed from the drill hole before kill mud is circulated, the term L3 will always be 

zero while using the Driller’s method.

The density of the kick as it is circulated is computed with the following 

equation:

T _ weight 
k Iktd anncap

(17)
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where:

Wk = density of the kick

The pressure which should be maintained on the casing choke while using the 

Driller’s method of kick removal is computed with the following equation:

P choke -  Ppore -  0-052 [mudwt (11 + 12) +F  ̂ anncap J
(18)

where:

Pchoke

11

surface casing gauge pressure

true vertical length of drilling fluid above the kick

The surface casing pressure during kick removal with the Engineer’s method 

is computed with the following equation:

P choke -  P -  0.052 mudwt (11 + 12 ) + minwt 13 + (19)
p { anncap,
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The casing shoe is often set at the weakest formation in the well bore, and it 

is important to be assured that the well bore pressure during kick removal operations 

does not exceed the fracture pressure of the formation at the casing shoe depth. The 

pressure at the casing shoe is analyzed when the kick is located below the casing 

shoe, above the casing shoe, and adjacent to the casing shoe.

If the gas kick is located below the casing shoe during removal with either the 

Driller’s or Engineer’s method of kick removal, then the pressure at the casing shoe 

is computed with the following equation:

¥*o. -  P choke * 0-052 mudwt Dshoe (20)

where:

Pshoe = pressure at the casing shoe

Dshoe = true vertical depth of the casing shoe

If the kick is located at a depth opposite to the casing shoe and either the 

Driller’s method of kick removal is being used, then the pressure at the casing shoe 

is computed with the following equation:
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shoe (Pchok, + (0.052 11 mudwt)) e
-  0.01875 ggrav (D. -  Z, .)

zfact temp (21)

where:

Ztok = true vertical depth at the top of the kick

If the Driller's method of kick removal is being used, and the kick is located 

below the casing shoe, the pressure at the shoe is computed with the following 

equation:

P * . -  P rore - 0.052 mudwt (tvd - Dshoe ) (22)

If the Engineer’s method is being used, and the kick is located above the 

casing shoe, and the kill mud is below the casing shoe, the pressure at the shoe is 

computed with the following equation:

P s h o e  -  P p o r e  " °-052 ( minwt 13 + mudwt ( zthm - ) ) (23)
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where:

Zthm = true vertical depth at the top of the kill mud

If the Engineer’s method is being used, and the kick is located above the 

bottom of the casing shoe and the kill mud is below the casing shoe, then the 

pressure at the shoe computed with the following equation:

P shoe -  P pore -  ° -0 5 2  m in w t ( A** -  D shoe ) (24)

The equivalent circulating density at the casing shoe is computed with the 

following equation:

ecd -   P-^L   (25)
0.052 Dshoe

where:

ecd = equivalent circulating density at the shoe

The pit gain is the increase in the volume of the mud pits during the 

circulation of a kick. This increase is the result of gas expansion of the kick in the 

annulus. As the gas expands during circulation, mud is displaced from the annulus
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into the mud pits. The pit gain is the product of the measured length of the kick and 

the annular capacity. The pit gain at any time during kick removal is computed with 

the following equation:

pitgain -  Ik anncap @6)

where:

pitgain = the volume increase of the mud pits

For directionally drilled drill holes, all depths and lengths used in pressure 

computations be adjusted to reflect the true vertical lengths and depths. Volume 

computations do not require an adjustment to true vertical depth.
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DEFINITION OF VARIABLES USED IN THE COMPUTER SIMULATOR

Variable Description and units

DHOLE

BG

DG

MUDWT

TSURF

TGRAD

LCOLL

IDCOLL

ODCOLL

IDPIPE

ODPIPE

DSHOE

PCASI

PSTANDI

LCRATE

LCPRESS

ZFACT

-hole diameter, inches

-build gradient, degrees per 100 feet

-drop gradient, degrees per 100 feet

-density of drilling fluid when kick is taken, ppg

-surface temperature at the well bore, degrees Fahrenheit

-formation temperature gradient, degrees Fahrenheit per foot

-length of the drill collars, feet

-inside diameter of drill collars, inches

-outside diameter of drill collars, inches

-inside diameter of drill pipe, inches

-outside diameter of drill pipe, inches

-true vertical depth at the casing shoe, feet

-initial shut in surface casing pressure, psig

-initial shut in stand pipe pressure, psig

-low circulation rate to remove kick, gpm

-low circulating pressure to remove kick, psig

-gas compressibility factor, dimensionless
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GGRAV -gas gravity, dimensionless

VKI -initial volume of kick, bbls

XI -north/south departure at surface, feet

Yl -east/west departure at surface, feet

Z1 -true vertical depth at surface, feet

X2 -north south departure at kick off point, feet

Y2 -east/west departure at kick off point, feet

Z2 -true vertical depth at kick off point, feet

X3 -north/south departure at top of slant section, feet

Y3 -east/west departure at top of slant section, feet

Z3 -true vertical depth at top of slant section, feet

X4 -north/south departure at top of drop section, feet

Y4 -east/west departure at top of drop section, feet

Z4 -true vertical depth at top of drop section, feet

X5 -north/south departure at top of hang section, feet

Y5 -east/west departure at top of hang section, feet

Z5 -true vertical depth at top of hang section, feet

X6 -north/south departure at bottom of hole, feet

Y6 -east/west departure at bottom of hole, feet

Z6 -true vertical depth at bottom of hole, feet

HDCANNB -hole-drill collar annular volume, barrels



HDCANNG -hole-drill collar annular volume, gallons

HDPANNB -hole-drill pipe annular volume, barrels

HDPANNG -hole-drill pipe annular volume, gallons

TANVOLB -total annular volume, barrels

TANVOLG -total annular volume, gallons

HDCCAPBF -hole-drill collar capacity, bbl/ft

HDCCAPGF -hole-drill collar capacity, gal/ft

HDPCAPBF -hole-drill pipe capacity, bbl/ft

HDPCAPGF -hole-drill pipe capacity, gal/ft

LDPIPE -length of the drill pipe, feet

DPCAPBF -drill pipe capacity, bbl/ft

DCCAPBF -drill collar capacity, bbl/ft

DPCAPGF -drill pipe capacity, gal/ft

DCCAPGF -drill collar capacity, gal/ft

DELTA -angle of slant section, radians

BETA -angle of hang section, radians

RD -radius of drop section, feet

RB -radius of build section, feet

SD -length of drop section, feet

SB -length of build section, feet

LK -kick length, feet
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LKI -initial kick length, feet

PPORE -pore pressure, psig

WKI -initial density of kick, ppg

MINWT -density of kill mud, ppg

SIZE -kick size, ppg

XTOK -north/south departure of top of kick during removal,feet

YTOK -east/west departure of top of kick during removal, feet

ZTOK -true vertical depth at top of kick during removal, feet

LI -true vertical length of drilling fluid above the kick, feet

L2 -true vertical length of drilling fluid below the kick, feet

L3 -true vertical length of kill mud in the annulus, feet, feet

LKTD -true vertical length of kick, feet

TEMP -temperature at the bottom of the kick, degrees Fahrenheit

ANNCAP -capacity of the annulus that the kick is located in, bbl/ft

QGAL -total volume of drilling fluid pumped, gallons

DL -incremental length that drilling fluid travels, feet

DL2 -measured length of drilling fluid below kick, feet

DL3 -measured length of kill mud below kick, feet

INC -incremental volume of drilling fluid pumped, gallons

CANNI -initial annular capacity kick is located in, bbl/ft

WEIGHT -weight of gas kick, pounds
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XBOK -north/south departure at bottom of kick, feet

YBOK -east/west departure at bottom of kick, feet

ZBOK -true vertical depth at bottom of kick, feet

PSHMAX -maximum pressure at the casing shoe, psig

LKTDMAX -maximum true vertical length of kick, feet

XSHOE -north/south departure at the casing shoe, feet

YSHOE -east/west departure at the casing shoe, feet

ZSHOE -true vertical depth at the casing shoe, feet

PSHOE -pressure at the casing shoe, psig

PSTAND -standpipe pressure, psig

PCHOKE -surface casing pressure, psig

PITGAIN -increase in volume of pits, bbl

ECDSHOE -equivalent circulating density at the shoe, ppg

KICKWT -density of kick, ppg

LKMAX -maximum measured length of kick, feet

PSTMAX -maximum standpipe pressure, psig

PCHMAX -maximum surface casing pressure,psig

ECDMAX -maximum equivalent circulating density at the shoe, ppg

PTOK -pressure at the top of the kick, psig
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EXAMPLE KICK REMOVAL PROBLEMS

Two example problems were used with the computer simulator. Example 

problem 1 has a casing shoe depth of 1000 feet and does not consider fracture 

gradient at the casing shoe. This example is used to exaggerate the effects of the 

different methods of kick removal. Example Problem 2 is similar, except the casing 

shoe depth is at 5000 feet and the fracture gradient at the casing shoe is determined 

to be 17.0 ppg. All other input parameters are the same for both example problems.

An S - shaped well bore was used to model the kick removal. Figure 3 is a 

section view of the drill hole that was used in the computer simulator. The well bore 

for each example has the following characteristics:

Variable Name Input Value

Hole Diameter = 9.875 in.

Pipe OD = 5.0 in.

Pipe ID = 4.276 in.

Collar OD = 8.0 in.

Collar ID = 3.0 in.

Casing Shoe Depth (Example Problem 1) = 1000 ft.

Casing Shoe Depth (Example Problem 2) = 5000 ft.

Casing Shoe Fracture Gradient = 17.0 ppg

Surface Temperature = 80 degrees F.
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NORTH/SOUTH DEPARTURE - FEET
- 1 0 0  4 9 0 0  9 9 0 0

Figure 3 - Section view of drill hole used for computer model.
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Temperature Gradient = .008 degrees F./ft.

Density of Drilling Fluid = 12.2 ppg.

Initial Surface Casing Pressure = 850 psig.

Initial Stand Pipe Pressure = 450 psig.

Low Circulation Rate = 135 gpm.

Low Circulation Pressure = 850 psig.

Average Gas Compressibility Factor = .75

Gas Gravity = .80

Initial Kick Volume = 80 bbls.

Build Gradient = .003 deg./ft.

Drop Gradient = .007 deg./ft.

The coordinates at each section of the well bore are given in terms of 

< North/South departure, East/West departure, and True Vertical Depth > :

Top of Well Bore 

Kick Off Point 

Top of Slant Section 

Top of Drop Section 

Top of Hang Section 

Bottom of Hole

< 0,0,0 >

< 0,0,1000 >

< 626.5,0,2414.4 >

< 8869.9,0,9893.8 > 

<9138.4,0,10500> 

<9138.4,0,16000 >
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RESULTS OF COMPUTER SIMULATIONS

KICK REMOVAL USING THE DRILLER’S METHOD 

EXAMPLE PROBLEM 1

Circulation of a kick using the Driller’s method was simulated using the input 

data of the example kick removal problem.

The maximum measured length of the kick is 5157 feet and occurs when the 

top of the kick reaches the surface. Figure 4 is a plot of the measured kick length 

vs. volume of drilling mud pumped.

The maximum true vertical length of the kick is 4065 feet and also occurs 

when the top of the kick is at the surface of the well bore. Figure 5 is a plot of the 

true vertical kick length vs. volume pumped.

The maximum casing shoe pressure is 2912 psig and occurs when the top of 

the kick reaches the casing shoe. Figure 6 is a plot of the casing shoe pressure vs. 

volume pumped.

The maximum equivalent circulating density (ECD) at the casing shoe is 56.0 

ppg. and also occurs when the top of the kick reaches the casing shoe. Figure 7 is 

a plot of the equivalent circulating density at the casing shoe vs. the volume of mud 

pumped.

The maximum pit gain volume is 363 bbls. and occurs when the top of the 

kick reaches the surface. Figure 8 is a plot of the pit gain vs. volume of mud
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pumped.

The maximum surface casing gauge pressure is 2645 psig and occurs when the 

top of the kick reaches the surface. Figure 9 is a plot of the surface casing pressure 

vs. the volume of mud pumped.

The maximum stand pipe gauge pressure is 1300 psig and is constant during 

the removal of the kick from the well bore. Figure 10 is a plot of the stand pipe 

pressure vs. the volume of mud pumped.
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20001000 3 0 0 00
VOLUME OF MUD PUMPED - BARRELS

Figure 4 - Measured kick length vs. volume pumped; Driller's Method of

kick removal.
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2000 3 0 0 01000
VOLUME OF MUD PUMPED - BARRELS

Figure 5 - True vertical kick length vs. volume pumped; Driller’s Method

of kick removal
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<s>

3 0 0 01000 2000
VOLUME OF MUD PUMPED - BARRELS

Figure 6 - Casing shoe pressure vs. volume pumped; Drillers Method of kick

removal.
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Figure 7 - Equivalent circulating density at the casing shoe vs. volume 

pumped; Driller’s Method of kick removal.
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Figure 8 - Pit gain vs. volume of mud pumped; Driller's Method of kick

removal.
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Figure 9 - Surface casing pressure vs. volume pumped; Driller’s Method of

kick removal.
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4 0 0 03 0 0 01000 20000
VOLUME OF MUD PUMPED - BARRELS

Figure 10 - Stand pipe pressure vs. volume pumped; Driller’s Method of

kick removal.
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REMOVAL OF A KICK IN PARTITIONS USING THE DRILLER'S METHOD 

EXAMPLE PROBLEM 1

Circulation of a kick in partitions using the Driller’s method was simulated 

using the input data of the example kick removal problem.

The maximum measured length of the kick is 3343 feet and occurs when the 

top of the kick reaches the surface. Figure 11 is a plot of the measured kick length 

vs. the volume of mud pumped.

The maximum true vertical length of the kick is 2836 feet and also occurs 

when the top of the kick reaches the surface. Figure 12 is a plot of the true vertical 

length of the kick vs. the volume of mud pumped.

The maximum casing shoe pressure is 2516 psig and occurs when the top of 

the kick reaches the casing shoe. Figure 13 is a plot of the casing shoe pressure vs. 

the volume of mud pumped.

The maximum equivalent circulating density at the casing shoe is 48.4 ppg and 

also occurs when the top of the kick is at the casing shoe. Figure 14 is a plot of the 

equivalent circulating density at the casing shoe vs. the volume of mud pumped.

The maximum pit gain volume is 235 bbls and occurs when the second kick 

volume reaches the surface. Figure 15 is a plot of the pit gain vs. the volume of mud 

pumped.

The maximum surface casing gauge pressure is 2223 psig and occurs when the 

top of the kick reaches the surface. Figure 16 is a plot of the surface casing
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pressure vs. the volume of mud pumped.

The maximum stand pipe pressure is 1300 psig and is sustained until both 

sections of the kick are removed from the well bore. Figure 17 is a plot of the stand 

pipe pressure vs. the volume of mud pumped.
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Figure 11 - Measured kick length vs. volume pumped; Partition kick

removal using the Driller’s Method.
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1 0 0 0  2 0 0 0  3 0 0 0
VOLUME OF MUD PUMPED BARRELS

Figure 12 - True vertical kick length vs. volume pumped; Partition kick

removal using the Driller’s Method.
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10000 2000
VOLUME OF MUD PUMPED - BARRELS

Figure 13 - Casing shoe pressure vs. volume pumped; Partition kick

removal using the Driller’s Method.
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Figure 14 - Equivalent circulating density at the casing shoe vs. volume

pumped; Partition kick removal using the Driller’s Method.
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Figure 15 - Pit gain vs. volume pumped; Partition kick removal using the 

Driller’s Method.
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Q, 1000 20000
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Figure 16 - Surface casing pressure vs. volume pumped; Partition kick

removal using the Driller’s Method.
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Figure 17 - Stand pipe pressure vs. volume pumped; Partition kick removal 

using the Driller’s Method.
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KICK REMOVAL USING THE ENGINEER’S METHOD 

EXAMPLE PROBLEM 1

Circulation of a kick using the Engineer's method was simulated using the 

input data of the example kick removal problem.

The maximum measured length of the kick is 5393 feet and occurs when the 

top of the kick reaches the surface. Figure 18 is a plot of the measured kick length 

vs. the volume of mud pumped.

The maximum true vertical kick length is 4242 feet and also occurs when the 

top of the kick reaches the surface. Figure 19 is a plot of the true vertical kick 

length vs. the volume of mud pumped.

The maximum casing shoe pressure is 2779 psig and occurs when the top of 

the kick reaches the casing shoe. Figure 20 is a plot of the casing shoe pressure vs. 

the volume of mud pumped.

The maximum equivalent circulating density at the casing shoe is 53.4 ppg and 

occurs when the top of the kick is at the casing shoe. Figure 21 is a plot of the 

equivalent circulating density at the casing shoe vs. the volume of mud pumped.

The maximum pit gain volume is 371 bbls and occurs when the top of the kick 

is at the surface. Figure 22 is a plot of the pit gain vs. the volume of mud pumped.

The maximum surface casing gauge pressure is 2524 psig. This occurs when 

the top of the kick reaches the surface. Figure 23 is a plot of the surface casing 

pressure vs. the volume of mud pumped.
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The maximum stand pipe pressure is 1300 psig and occurs at the initial kick 

conditions. Figure 24 is a plot of the stand pipe pressure vs. the volume pumped.
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3 0 0 020000 1000
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Figure 18 - Measured kick length vs. volume pumped; Engineer’s Method

of kick removal.
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3 0 0 0
BARRELS
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Figure 19 - True vertical kick length vs. volume pumped; Engineer’s 

Method of kick removal.
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3 0 0 00 1000 2000
VOLUME OF MUD PUMPED - BARRELS

Figure 20 - Casing shoe pressure vs. volume pumped; Engineer’s Method

of kick removal.
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Figure 21 - Equivalent circulating density at the casing shoe vs. volume

pumped; Engineer’s Method of kick removal.
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20000 1000
VOLUME OF MUD PUMPED - BARRELS

Figure 22 - Pit gain vs. volume pumped; Engineer’s Method of kick removal.
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1000 20000
VOLUME OF MUD PUMPED - BARRELS

Figure 23 - Surface casing pressure vs. volume pumped; Engineer’s Method

of kick removal.
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1000
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2000 3 0 0 0
BARRELS

Figure 24 - Stand pipe pressure vs. volume pumped; Engineer’s Method of

kick removal.
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PARTITION KICK REMOVAL USING THE ENGINEER'S METHOD 

EXAMPLE PROBLEM 1

Circulation of a kick in partitions using the Engineer’s method was simulated 

using the input data of the example kick removal problem.

The maximum measured kick length is 3690 feet and occurs when the top of 

the kick reaches the surface. Figure 25 is a plot of the measured kick length vs. the 

volume pumped.

The maximum true vertical kick length is 3084 feet and also occurs when the 

top of the kick reaches 'the surface. Figure 26 is a plot of the true vertical kick 

length vs. the volume of mud pumped.

The maximum casing shoe pressure is 2345 psig and occurs when the top of 

the kick reaches the casing shoe. Figure 27 is a plot of the casing shoe pressure vs. 

the volume of mud pumped.

The maximum equivalent circulating density at the casing shoe is 45.1 ppg and 

also occurs when the top of the kick reaches the casing shoe. Figure 28 is plot of the 

equivalent circulating density at the casing shoe vs. the volume of mud pumped.

The maximum pit gain volume is 250 bbls and occurs when the top of the kick 

reaches the surface. Figure 29 is a plot of the pit gain vs. the volume of mud 

pumped.

The maximum surface casing gauge pressure is 2063 psig and occurs when the 

top of the kick reaches the surface. Figure 30 is a plot of the surface casing pressure
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vs. the volume of mud pumped.

The maximum stand pipe pressure is 1300 psig and occurs at the initial kick 

conditions. Figure 31 is a plot of the standpipe pressure vs. the volume of mud 

pumped.
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Figure 25 - Measured kick length vs. volume pumped; Partition kick

removal using the Engineer's Method.
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Figure 26 - True vertical kick length vs. volume pumped; Partition kick

removal using the Engineer’s Method.
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Figure 27 - Casing shoe pressure vs. volume pumped; Partition kick

removal using the Engineer’s Method.
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Figure 28 - Equivalent circulating density at the casing shoe vs. volume

pumped; Partition kick removal using the Engineer’s Method.
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Figure 29 - Pit gain vs. volume pumped; Partition kick removal using the

Engineer’s Method.
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Figure 30 - Surface casing pressure vs. volume pumped; Partition kick

removal using the Engineer’s Method.
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Figure 31 - Stand pipe pressure vs. volume pumped; Partition kick removal

using the Engineer’s Method.
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COMPARISON OF THE DIFFERENT KICK REMOVAL METHODS 

EXAMPLE PROBLEM 1

Table 5 is a summary of the maximum drill hole pressures that occur for 

example problem 1.

Partition kick removal yields lower well bore pressures than either of the 

conventional methods. If Partition kick removal is used with the Driller’s method, 

the maximum pressure at the casing shoe is reduced by 396 psig. This corresponds 

to a reduction of the maximum equivalent circulating density at the shoe of 7.62 ppg 

(4.7 percent).

If Partition kick removal is used with the Engineer’s method, the maximum 

pressure at the casing shoe is reduced by 433 psig. This corresponds to a reduction 

of the maximum equivalent circulating density at the shoe of 8.30 ppg (3.6 percent).

The maximum difference in well bore pressures is observed by comparing the 

Driller’s method of kick removal with Partition kick removal using the Engineer’s 

method. The Partition method of kick removal reduces the casing shoe pressure by 

567 psig. This corresponds to a reduction of the maximum equivalent circulating 

density at the shoe of 10.9 ppg (6.0 percent).

Increasing the number of partitions will reduce maximum drill hole pressures. 

However, if the number of partitions exceeds ten, the benefits of reduced hole 

pressures are reduced significantly. As the number of partitions increase, rig costs
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Table 5

Summary of Maximum Values - Example Problem 1

MAXIMUM ECO MAXIMUM PRESSURE MAXIMUM SURFACE 

METHOD AT CASING SHOE AT CASING SHOE CASING PRESSURE

DRILLER'S 5 6 .0  2912 2645

DRILLER'S WITH

PARTITIONS 4 8 .4  2516 2223

PERCENT CHANGE 1 5 .7  1 5 .7  18 .9

ENGINEER'S 5 3 .4  2779 2524

ENGINEER'S WITH

PARTITIONS 45 .1  2345 2063

PERCENT CHANGE 18 .4  18 .4  2 2 .4
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and drilling mud costs will also increase. A minimum number of partitions should 

be used in order to obtain the most benefits from removing a kick in partitions.

The effect of varying the number of partitions was evaluated. Figure 31 is a 

plot of the maximum ECD at the casing shoe vs. the number of partitions, using the 

initial conditions of example problem 1. It can be seen that the maximum equivalent 

circulating density at the casing shoe is not reduced appreciably after 5 partitions. 

As the number of partitions increase, the benefits of reduced drill hole pressures is 

decreased.
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Figure 32 - Maximum ECD at the casing shoe vs. number of partitions

using the Driller’s Method of kick removal,

(Example Problem 1).
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EXAMPLE PROBLEM 2

Table 6 is a summary of the maximum drill hole pressures that occur for 

example problem 2.

The fracture gradient at the casing shoe was 17.0 ppg. This fracture gradient 

is exceeded while using the conventional Driller’s and Engineer’s methods. The 

maximum ECD at the casing shoe is 17.0 ppg while removing the kick in two 

partitions with the Driller’s method. However, the maximum ECD at the casing shoe 

is only 16.8 ppg while removing the kick in two partitions with the Engineer’s 

method. For example problem 2, the kick can only be safely removed in two 

partitions using the Engineer’s method. Figure 32 is a plot of the maximum ECD 

at the casing shoe vs. the number of partitions using the Driller’s Method. Figure 

33 is a plot of the maximum ECD at the casing shoe vs. the number of partitions 

using the Engineer’s Method.



Table 6

Summary of Maximum Values - Example Problem 2

MAXIMUM ECO MAXIMUM PRESSURE MAXIMUM SURFACE 

METHOD AT CASING SHOE AT CASING SHOE CASING PRESSURE

DRILLER'S 1 7 .8  4643 2645

DRILLER'S WITH
PARTITIONS 1 7 .0  4436 2223

PERCENT CHANGE 4 .7  4 .7  18 .9

ENGINEER'S 17 .4  4542 2524

ENGINEER'S UITH

PARTITIONS 1 6 .8  4379 2063

PERCENT CHANGE 3 .6  3 .6  2 2 .4
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Figure 33 - Maximum ECD at the casing shoe vs. number of partitions

using the Driller's Method of kick removal,

(Example Problem 2).
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ao-

NUMBER OF PARTITIONS

Figure 34 - Maximum ECD at the casing shoe vs. number of partitions

using the Driller’s Method of kick removal,

(Example Problem 2).
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CONCLUSIONS

1) The computer simulation of example problems 1 and 2 showed that removal 

of a kick in partitions will result in longer kick lengths, larger pit gain 

volumes, and lower drill hole pressures. The sum of the maximum kick 

lengths and pit gain volumes of each partition of a kick removed in partitions 

is greater than the maximum kick length and pit gain volume of a kick 

removed with no partitions.

2) Partition removal of a kick may be a viable technique which can be applied 

in field operations. Partition removal of a kick may prevent surface or 

underground blowouts from occurring. A tool may be developed which would 

allow a kick to be partitioned.

3) The computer simulation of example problems 1 and 2 showed that removal 

of a kick in partitions with the Engineer’s Method causes lower drill hole 

pressures than removal of a kick in partitions with the Driller’s Method. 

Removal of a kick in partitions with the Engineer’s Method gave the lowest 

drill hole pressures of the kick removal methods that were examined.

.H'cit/H LAKSS XXT 
COLOv-VDO SCHOOL Oi 

GOLD1M , C Q L 0 I M 3 0  04401
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FUTURE WORK

Future studies involving the Partition Method of kick removal could include:

1) Examining the effect of the slant angle on drill hole pressures. A comparison 

could be made on kick removal from drill holes which are slightly deviated to 

those which are highly deviated.

2) Examining the effect of the severity of the build and drop angles on Partition 

kick removal.- A study could be made to determine whether the configuration 

of a drill hole is an important variable in evaluating kick removal methods.

3) The effect of gas slippage on partition kick removal. A study could be made 

to determine what effect gas slippage has for the removal of a kick in 

partitions, as well as determining whether removing a kick in partitions is 

feasible if the rate of gas slippage is above a certain limit.
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APPENDIX A

Listing of code for simulator is stored on 5 1/2" floppy disks located in the 

pocket.
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